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What is your first impression about roget's new pocket thesaurus in dictionary form by
norman lewis increase your vocabulary. achieve more effective word power. make your
speaking and writing come alive with new freshness and vigor. roget's new pocket
thesaurus in dictionary form is bigger, easier to use, and more legible than any other
paperback thesaurus. the short lines of the two-column type pages make it the most
efficient tool you can use. divided into more than 1,000 increase your vocabulary.
achieve more effective word power. make your speaking and writing come alive with
new freshness and vigor. roget's new pocket thesaurus in dictionary form is bigger,
easier to use, and more legible than any other paperback thesaurus. the short lines of the
two-column type pages make it the most efficient tool you can use. divided into more
than 1,000 categories, each one explains an idea in depth, each is arranged both by parts
of speech and by logically associated facets of meaning. both individual entries and
major categories of meaning are thoroughly cross-indexed. this indispensable reference
work will help give you a new mastery of spoken or written english, whether used at
home, in the office, in school, or in college. ...more
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CONCISE ESPERANTO AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY: ESPERANTOENGLISH, ENGLISH-ESPERANTO
a comprehensive two-way dictionary designed for beginners and more advanced
students of esperanto.

Readable/Downloadable

ENGLISH-RUSSIAN, RUSSIAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
based on american rather than british english, this is among the first russian
dictionaries revised for the post-soviet era. includes new political terminology,
new russian institutions, new countries and republics and new city names.
contains 26,000 entries in the english-russian section and 40,000 words in the
russian-english section. irregularities in russian declension based on american
rather than british english, this is among the first russian dictionaries revised for
the post-soviet era. includes new political terminology, new russian institutions,
new countries and republics and new city names. contains 26,000 entries in the
english-russian section and 40,000 words in the russian-english section.
irregularities in russian declensions and conjugations appear at the beginning of
each entry. ...more
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THE VOGUE KNITTING STITCHIONARY VOLUME TWO: CABLES:
THE ULTIMATE STITCH DICTIONARY FROM THE EDITORS OF
VOGUE KNITTING MAGAZINE (VOGUE KNITTING STITCHIONARY
#2)
the second in a trio of essential stitchionaries from the experts at vogue
knitting—a knitter’s most trusted source of information. no other book on the
subject offers material that’s as rich or as comprehensive as this! vogue knitting’s
second superlative stitchionary presents an expansive collection of cable stitches
culled from the magazine’s unmatched archives. perfect the second in a trio of
essential stitchionaries from the experts at vogue® knitting—a knitter’s most
trusted source of information. no other book on the subject offers material that’s
as rich or as comprehensive as this! vogue® knitting’s second superlative
stitchionary presents an expansive collection of cable stitches culled from the
magazine’s unmatched archives. perfect for inspiring the design process and
enhancing garments, it's the ultimate “swatch bonanza” for crazed knitters
obsessed with trying new stitches. the options range from simple to expert level,
so everyone can find something appropriate. and all the stitches—allover, braid,
combo, diamond, and pretzel—are organized thematically and shown in large,
close-up images. with its clear, concise instructions, charts, and superb photos of
more than 200 pattern stitches, this will become an indispensable reference in
every knitter’s library. ...more
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VOGUE KNITTING STITCHIONARY VOLUME ONE: KNIT &AMP; PURL: THE
ULTIMATE STITCH DICTIONARY FROM THE EDITORS OF VOGUE KNITTING
MAGAZINE (VOGUE KNITTING STITCHIONARY #1)
an essential reference for knitters from novice to expert, this fully illustrated sourcebook is the
first of three "stitch dictionaries," to be written by the professionals at vogue knitting. some
300 stitches are detailed, and hundreds of charts, photographs, and illustrations make it easy to
understand how to construct each stitch, as well as the ways they can be used in an essential
reference for knitters from novice to expert, this fully illustrated sourcebook is the first of
Readable/Downloadable
three "stitch dictionaries," to be written by the professionals at vogue® knitting. some 300
stitches are detailed, and hundreds of charts, photographs, and illustrations make it easy to
understand how to construct each stitch, as well as the ways they can be used in projects. the
experts at vogue® knitting demonstrate rib stitches such as brioche, herringbone, chevron, and
quilted patterns; traveling patterns like parquet, ripple, and diamond stitches; lace, including
daisy and wave patterns; and such unusual stitches as eye of lynx, bobble block, peppercorn,
and bamboo. the most complete book of its kind, this is the definitive stitch reference! ...more
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A BROWSER'S DICTIONARY(COMMON READER EDITIONS)
esteemed poet, translator, critic, and author of children's books, john ciardi
devoted a good part of his later literary career to the "word rambles" that,
collected in his browser's dictionaries, take us on a wonderfully winding path
through the landscape of language. his three compendiums of curious expressions
and intriguing facts are enlivened by a reader's inquisitiveness esteemed poet,
translator, critic, and author of children's books, john ciardi devoted a good part of
his later literary career to the "word rambles" that, collected in his browser's
Readable/Downloadable
dictionaries, take us on a wonderfully winding path through the landscape of
language. his three compendiums of curious expressions and intriguing facts are
enlivened by a reader's inquisitiveness and a writer's ingenuity. in these pages
you'll discover the bitter herb at the root of sardonic, the biblical fly in the
ointment, what provides the pleasure in happy as a clam, and hundreds of other
insights into our linguistic heritage. also available in common reader editions : a
second browser's dictionary and a third browser's dictionary. ...more

THE VOGUE&AMP;REG; KNITTING STITCHIONARY VOLUME
THREE: COLOR KNITTING: THE ULTIMATE STITCH DICTIONARY
FROM THE EDITORS OF VOGUE&AMP;REG; KNITTING MAGAZINE
(VOGUE KNITTING STITCHIONARY #3)
the final volume in a trio of stitchionaries, color knitting covers the technique with
a comprehensive collection culled from the unparalleled vogue knitting archives.
as with the other books in the series, it features numerous charts, attractive how-to
photos, more than 200 patterns arranged in each chapter from simplest to hardest,
Readable/Downloadable
and the best instructions available any the final volume in a trio of stitchionaries,
color knitting covers the technique with a comprehensive collection culled from
the unparalleled vogue® knitting archives. as with the other books in the series, it
features numerous charts, attractive how-to photos, more than 200 patterns
arranged in each chapter from simplest to hardest, and the best instructions
available anywhere. with everything from multicolor to intarsia and fair isle, this
will provide everyone from the novice to the most experienced with a complete
catalog of colorwork. a selection of the crafter’s choice book club. ...more

THE VOGUE&AMP;REG; KNITTING STITCHIONARY VOLUME
TWO: CABLES: THE ULTIMATE STITCH DICTIONARY FROM THE
EDITORS OF VOGUE&AMP;REG; KNITTING MAGAZINE (VOGUE
KNITTING STITCHIONARY #2)
the second in a trio of essential stitchionaries from the experts at vogue
knitting—a knitter’s most trusted source of information. no other book on the
subject offers material that’s as rich or as comprehensive as this! vogue knitting’s
second superlative stitchionary presents an expansive collection of cable stitches
culled from the magazine’s unmatched archives. perfect the second in a trio of
essential stitchionaries from the experts at vogue® knitting—a knitter’s most
trusted source of information. no other book on the subject offers material that’s
as rich or as comprehensive as this! vogue® knitting’s second superlative
stitchionary presents an expansive collection of cable stitches culled from the
magazine’s unmatched archives. perfect for inspiring the design process and
enhancing garments, it's the ultimate “swatch bonanza” for crazed knitters
obsessed with trying new stitches. the options range from simple to expert level,
so everyone can find something appropriate. and all the stitches—allover, braid,
combo, diamond, and pretzel—are organized thematically and shown in large,
close-up images. with its clear, concise instructions, charts, and superb photos of
more than 200 pattern stitches, this will become an indispensable reference in
every knitter’s library. ...more
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FRENCH-ENGLISH, ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY (GEM
DICTIONARIES)
containing over 40,000 references and 70,000 translations, this dictionary provides fully
Readable/Downloadable
up-to-date coverage of contemporary vocabulary and usage. the wordlists have been
revised and updated to take account of changes in both languages since the publication of
the second edition in 1988.
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CONCISE ENGLISH-CHINESE CHINESE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY /
?????????
this new edition of the oxford concise english-chinese chinese-english dictionary
has been extensively revised and updated to reflect the most recent developments
in english and chinese. an ideal tool for study, the dictionary now provides
authoritative coverage of over 26,000 words and phrases from every major field of
reference, including science and technology, in addit this new edition of the
oxford concise english-chinese chinese-english dictionary has been extensively
revised and updated to reflect the most recent developments in english and
Readable/Downloadable
chinese. an ideal tool for study, the dictionary now provides authoritative
coverage of over 26,000 words and phrases from every major field of reference,
including science and technology, in addition to core general vocabulary.
simplified and orthodox chinese characters are used throughout the dictionary, and
thousands of examples illustrate and expand on how and when a word can be
used. also including a guide to the most commonly used radicals and an additional
key to the pronunciation of chinese, this dictionary is an indispensable reference
tool. ...more

MODERN ENGLISH-YIDDISH, YIDDISH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
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COLLINS GERMAN-ENGLISH ENGLISH GERMAN DICTIONARY
from book jacket: a comprehensive dictionary of current german and english; over
Readable/Downloadable
200,000 references and 450,000 translations. also published as pons collins
deutsch-englisch englisch-deutch, großwörterbuch klett.

VOGUE® KNITTING STITCHIONARY® VOLUME FIVE: LACE
KNITTING: THE ULTIMATE STITCH DICTIONARY FROM THE
EDITORS OF VOGUE® KNITTING MAGAZINE (VOGUE KNITTING
STITCHIONARY #5)
the newest volume in vogue knitting’s must-have series! lovely, versatile lace
comes in infinite varieties—light and airy, chunky, intricate—and is perennially
popular with knitters. featuring clear, concise instructions, charts, and gorgeous
color photographs of over 150 designs, this fifth installment in the successful
stitchionary series provides a complete catalog of the newest volume in vogue
knitting’s must-have series! lovely, versatile lace comes in infinite
varieties—light and airy, chunky, intricate—and is perennially popular with
Readable/Downloadable
knitters. featuring clear, concise instructions, charts, and gorgeous color
photographs of over 150 designs, this fifth installment in the successful
stitchionary series provides a complete catalog of lace patterns from the vogue
knitting archives.
this is sure to be an essential reference for every knitter’s
library. stitchionary #5 includes: - easy mesh patterns: straightforward and
perfect for first-time lace knitters - allover patterns: range from small and simple
to fairly complex and challenging - combinations: lace teams up with cables,
embroidery and more - edgings: helps knitters find the perfect finishing touch for
any garment. - motifs: an excellent starting point for a design - panels can stand
alone or team up with other patterns to create stunning effects - chevrons: add
movement and visual interest with their undulating rhythms. ...more
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO SPANISH - ENGLISH ENGLISH SPANISH DICTIONARY
a concise dictionary of words and phrases for today's usage. contains 1500 new
words.

Readable/Downloadable

AMERICAN SLANG: THE ABRIDGED EDITION OF THE DICTIONARY
OF AMERICAN SLANG
from "cowpokes" to "cyber punks," from "flappers" to "gangsta rappers, american
slang" chronicles the ever-evolving, informal, unconventional language we use
every day. expanded and completely updated, this 2nd edition contains thousands
of contemporary and traditional slang expressions, including the newest computer
lingo and slang from the internet. entries feature: defin from "cowpokes" to "cyber
Readable/Downloadable
punks," from "flappers" to "gangsta rappers, american slang" chronicles the everevolving, informal, unconventional language we use every day. expanded and
completely updated, this 2nd edition contains thousands of contemporary and
traditional slang expressions, including the newest computer lingo and slang from
the internet. entries feature: definitions pronunciations time and place origins
editorial notes cross-references examples that illustrate and validate usage
synonyms and variant forms impact symbols ...more

THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT/DICTIONARY
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COLLINS &AMP; ROBERT PAPERBACK FRENCH ENGLISH,
ENGLISH FRENCH DICTIONARY
a newly revised and updated french dictionary offers more than 130,000
contemporary references and 215,000 translations, along with thousands of
idiomatic phrases for the french business traveler, tourist, or student.

Readable/Downloadable

THE MEANING OF LIFF: THE ORIGINAL DICTIONARY OF THINGS
THERE SHOULD BE WORDS FOR (THE MEANING OF LIFF #1)
in life and, indeed, in liff, there are many hundreds of common experiences,
feelings, situations and even objects which we all know and recognize, but for
which no words exist. this text uses place names to describe some of these
meanings.

Readable/Downloadable
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THE DANGEROUS BOOK FOR BOYS (THE POCKET DANGEROUS
BOOK FOR BOYS)
recapture sunday afternoons and long summer days. this is a wonderful collection
of all things that make being young, or young at heart, fun. audio includes:
questions about the world, how to play stickball, the rules of soccer, fishing,
famous battles, extraordinary stories, girls, first aid, the seven wonders of the
ancient world, seven modern wonders of the world th recapture sunday afternoons
and long summer days. this is a wonderful collection of all things that make being
young, or young at heart, fun. audio includes: questions about the world, how to
play stickball, the rules of soccer, fishing, famous battles, extraordinary stories,
girls, first aid, the seven wonders of the ancient world, seven modern wonders of
the world the perfect book for every boy from eight to eighty. ...more
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THE VISUAL DICTIONARY OF STAR WARS, EPISODES IV, V, &AMP;
VI: THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO STAR WARS CHARACTERS AND
CREATURES
the visual dictionary is the essential guide to star wars. dk#39;s renowned
eyewitness style brings the characters, costumes, droids, and gadgetry of the star
wars universe to life in astonishing visual detail. highly defined, annotated
photography shows and explains the culture, background, and technology of the
star wars trilogy. fans of all ages will enjoy detailed reve the visual dictionary is
the essential guide to star wars. dk#39;s renowned eyewitness style brings the
characters, costumes, droids, and gadgetry of the star wars universe to life in
astonishing visual detail. highly defined, annotated photography shows and
explains the culture, background, and technology of the star wars trilogy. fans of
all ages will enjoy detailed revelations of star wars secrets like how a
stormtrooper#39;s equipment works, what the insides of a light saber look like,
and what sand people keep in their bandoliers. a visual glossary explains all the
technical terms used in the trilogy. together with star wars: incredible crosssections, these books comprises the definitive classic star wars reference library.
...more
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FICTIONAL DISEASES, INCLUDING: SNOW CRASH, THE WHITE
PLAGUE, THE THACKERY T LAMBSHEAD POCKET GUIDE TO
ECCENTRIC &AMP; DISCREDITED DISEASES, COOTIES, LIST OF
FICTIONAL DISEASES, THE WHITE DISEASE, CAPTAIN TRIPS,
CORRUPTED BLOOD INCIDENT, VIRTUAL PLAGUE
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
Readable/Downloadable
allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration
focused on fictional diseases.more info: this article is a list of fictional diseases nonexistent, named medical conditions which appear in fiction where they have a
major plot or thematic importance. they may be fictional psychological disorders,
magical, from mythological or fantasy settings, have evolved naturally, been
engineered artificially (most often created as biological weapons), or be any
illness that came forth from the (ab)use of technology. ...more
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